Business – Soledad McCarthy  
Linda Whitten (Chair)  
Hui Pate  
Dan Ming  
Nate Nevado replaces Jesse Raskin (Legal Professor)  
Christine Roumbanis

Cosmetology – Regina Mitchell  
Kate Browne (Chair)  
Tammy Calderon replaces Andria Nalls – Cosmetology Instructor (CSM)  
Carmen Richardson replaces Julia Johnson (Automotive Instructor)  
Dan Ming  
Christine Roumbanis

Cosmetology/Wellness – Ronda Wimmer  
Hui Pate (Chair)  
Kate Browne  
Tammy Calderon replaces Guillermo Ortiz (ACTG and BUS Professor)  
Carmen Richardson replaces Tina Watts (CDLC Coordinator/ECE. Adjunct)  
Christine Roumbanis

Early Childhood Education – Nicole Porter  
Kate Browne – (Chair)  
Tina Watts  
Luciana Castro  
Guillermo Ortiz  
Christine Roumbanis

Cosmetology Instructor/Faculty Coordinator – Cassidy Ryan  
Julia Johnson (Chair)  
Carmen Richardson replaces Andria Nalls – Cosmetology Instructor (CSM)  
Tammy Calderon replaces Guillermo Ortiz (ACTG and BUS. Professor)  
Claire Muller-Moseley  
Christine Roumbanis